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Your Partner for Screws, Barrels and Front-end Components for Injection, Extrusion and Compounding Processes.

Maximize profits with innovative melt stream components that increase productivity, improve product quality, and prolong lifespan.


Our Products          










Xaloy is the World Leader in Designing and Manufacturing Bimetallic Plasticizing Equipment.

Xaloy's bimetallic screws and barrels are specifically designed to meet your process requirements, minimize wear, boost output, and improve quality.
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Products

Engineering and manufacturing the world’s most advanced products for high-productivity plastic processing equipment.

	High-performance Feed Screws
	Custom Bimetallic Barrels
	Front-end Components



 Learn More
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Applications

Serving a wide range of applications in the plastics manufacturing industry.

	Injection Molding
	Extrusion
	Innovative Processes
	Compounding


 Learn More








Xaloy has a Rich History of Product Innovation and Engineering Leadership.

Xaloy was founded in 1929 and is known as the inventor of bimetallic castings. A tradition of superior workmanship and a wealth of engineering experience combined with a strong and growing portfolio of patented and proprietary products uniquely positions us to serve any need you may have.









Quality

Xaloy has stringent quality standards for long life and minimal waste.








Experience

The Xaloy advantage is based on decades of experience and product innovation that has pioneered many productivity improvements.








Value

Xaloy engineers components that improve the manufacturing process for increased profitability via production efficiencies and minimized wear.
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Technology

Xaloy is the original inventor of bimetallic technology for high-quality, long-lasting screws and barrels used for the most advanced plastics manufacturing processes.

 Learn More









Sustainability

Xaloy is fully committed to improving our global eco-system with innovative technologies that increase productivity and significantly reduce waste in plastics manufacturing.

 Learn More
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Your Trusted Partner

Maximize profits with innovative melt stream components that increase productivity, improve product quality, and prolong lifespan.

Request a Quote
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Headquarters

375 Victoria Road

Austintown, OH 44515 USA

  (330) 726-4000
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